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TERRITORIAL ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
The CFD Research Project is based in Winnipeg, located on Treaty One territory, the ancestral lands of the 
Anishinaabe, Cree, and Dakota, and the homeland of the Métis. We acknowledge the need for active reconciliation 
between Indigenous and Settler peoples, as advanced by the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, for instance no.55: 

55. We call upon all levels of government to 
provide annual reports or any current data 

requested by the National Council for 
Reconciliation so that it can report on the 

progress towards reconciliation. The reports 
or data would include, but not be limited to:

i. The number of Aboriginal children—
including Métis and Inuit children—in care, 
compared with non-Aboriginal children, the 

reasons for apprehension, and the total 
spending on preventive and care services by 

child-welfare agencies.

ii. Comparative funding for the education of 
First Nations children on and off reserves. 

iii. The educational and income attainments 
of Aboriginal peoples in Canada compared 

with non-Aboriginal people.

iv. Progress on closing the gaps between 
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal communities in 
a number of health indicators such as: infant 
mortality, maternal health, suicide, mental 

health, addictions, life expectancy, birth 
rates, infant and child health issues, chronic 

diseases, illness and injury incidence, and the 
availability of appropriate health services.

v. Progress on eliminating the 
overrepresentation of Aboriginal children in 

youth custody over the next decade.

vi. Progress on reducing the rate of criminal 
victimization of Aboriginal people, including 
data related to homicide and family violence 

victimization and other crimes.

vii. Progress on reducing the 
overrepresentation of Aboriginal people in 

the justice and correctional systems.
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The federal government is committed to reducing 
poverty 50% by 2030

Reductions to poverty have 
been achieved for some 

groups but not all groups.

The pandemic and 
economic recession has 
harmed people with low 

income 

National aggregate 
statistics and studies shed 
little light on the causes of 

finances of vulnerability 
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Why is it needed? 

01 Introduction to project 



Early financial diaries studies and results 

• Contemporary origin: Hulme et al. 1990

• Collins et al. (2009) Portfolios of the Poor: 250 
diaries in Bangladesh, India, South Africa

• Found that incomes that were small, 
variable, and uncertain 

• Diarists had to deal with risk and, from 
time to time, seek to raise useful lump 
sums

• They sometimes borrow at high interest 
rates when they have savings

• Morduch & Schneider (2017): U.S. Financial 
Diaries: 235 low- and moderate-income 
Americans

• Found that earning volatility was highest 
among the poorest participants

• Episodic poverty

• Spending was nearly as variable as 
income across the sample

• There is considerable consumption 
smoothing

• Volatility and the role of transfers: most 
transfers reduce income volatility 
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01 Introduction to project 



Need for more work on the economics of 
poverty in the Global North
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“Perhaps unintentionally, the RCTs demonstrate 
why a diversity of methods—from RCTs that explore 
other margins to financial diaries and ethnography 
that provide context—is required to understand the 
experience of microcredit (Morduch, 2020).”



Need for more work on the economics of 
poverty in the Global North
• Development economics addresses poverty

• But generally seen to apply to the Global South

• Need development economics of the Global North 
• To recognize the persistence of poverty 

• And the growth of inequality

• An are of study that relaxes the assumptions about frictionless 
institutions and distributed power
• Institutional barriers

• The role of collective identities in terms of outcomes
• Gender, Class, Ethnic identity, Sexual-orientation
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Racialized persons 

Indigenous persons

2SLBGTQ

Newcomers 

Refugees 

Social assistance reliance 

Nonrepresentative sample 

Low and modest middle-

income

Description of phase one participants
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Yes 21 21

No 7 7

Average 42 1.7 14 $18,841 $21,078 

Min 19 1 9 $3,261 ($24,416)

Max 63 5 18 $44,258 $249,523 

Average 23

Min 5

Max 0

Rent 22

Own 2

Other 4

Full-time 8

Part-time 7

Unemployed 11

Retired 2

01 Introduction to project 
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Sample diaries

01 Introduction to project 

- Number of participants: 28 (22 completed one-
year)

- Total duration: 25.7 person-years 
- Qualitative data: 330 pages of logs (158k words)
- Number of transactions: 14k 
- Number of working papers/videos on website:

- Process: 8 
- Results: 23 

- Number of published materials:
- Portion of book: 1 
- Report: 1 (peer review)
- Articles: 2 (Peer review)
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Qualitative methods as a way of generating hypothesis02

Qualitative methods in sciences
• Qualitative research is on the margins of 

many sciences but
• there is a longer informal practice, and 

since 1950s formal practice, of using 
mixed quant and qual methods in some 
social sciences and natural sciences 
(Maxwell 2016)

• Common in interdisciplinary programs 
(e.g., International Development Studies) 
and applied research (e.g., program 
evaluation) 

• Less common in economics…or is it? 

Economics is heavily dependent on deductive 
methods of investigation
• The cause-effect relationship is deduced, the 

survey data are collected, and the optimization 
model is applied 

• Where does the cause-effect relationship come 
from?
• Personal introspection 
• Collegial conversations
• The literature

• These are important sources of insights, but might 
contain limitations and biases particularly if the 
individual and group are associated with a 
particular class, race, gender, and worldview 
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Qualitative methods as a way of generating hypothesis02
Some purposes of quantitative methods in 
sciences
• Understanding the context of an 

important relationship (e.g., financial 
literacy)

• Understanding more about the cause 
and effect about the relationship (e.g., 
does low income cause low fin lit, does 
low fin lit cause low income, or 
something else?) 

• Amplify the voice of a particular group
• Perhaps theorizing is dominated by 

one group
• So that theory is not influenced by 

other groups
• The voice of vulnerable groups 

might be particularly absent 

Select 
categories

Examples of IDS biases Examples of Economists’ 
biases

Spatial Urban, tarmac, 
roadside: capital city, 
airport, roadside, urban 

University, government 
institution, lab, 
computer station 

Person Elite, men, middle-
income 

→

Professional Professionally trained 
people; Others who 
appreciate professionals 

→

Methodology Quantitative, survey-
based 

Quantitative, 
optimization problem

Chambers (2006) IDS practitioner biases



In the case of household finances, we use qualitative methods to,
• Explore participants understanding of,

• Money, finances, financial capability, and financial wellbeing, & relationships among 
these  

• Since the cohort are people with low and modest incomes it enables to hear 
their thoughts 

• We did this in two ways
• Regular weekly/bi-weekly visits and maintaining meeting logs 
• Modules on topics: Economic well-being, Income tax, midway and exit interviews

• Interviewers worked at building a trusting relationship
• Tea
• Accountability
• Rapport
• Participant benefit

Qualitative methods as a way of generating hypothesis02
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Insights from the CFD project03

Financial well-
being: finances 

for life goals

Financial 
capability

Market/state 
capital 

Banks & 
benefits

Employment & 
income

Social capital

Loans, gifts; $ 
& emotional

Human capital: 
SR 

Track & control

Human capital: 
LR

Time horizon, 
trauma

Model of 
financial 

wellbeing: 
able to 
manage 

finances to 
achieve 
financial 
and life 
goals



Financial capability

Crisis Vulnerable Resilient 
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• Low income

• Difficulty tracking one’s 

finances

• Difficulty keeping spending 

within income limits

• Unsustainable debt

• Using unsafe credit products: 

PDL

• Complicated family 

relationships & family history 

• Emotional turmoil 

• Low income 

• Some explicitly stated a value 

placed on regular work 

• Many regularly track finances 

• Ability to limit spending to 

income 

• Frugal spending

• Limited access to, or interest 

in, credit such as credit cards

• Some consumer debt

• Not using unsafe credit

• Modest income 

• Some high employment goals; 

others voluntary simpletons

• Some explicitly stated a value 

placed on regular work 

• Many regularly track finances 

• Ability to limit spending to 

income 

• Careful spending

• Some live with parents to 

reduce expenses

• Limited access to, or interest 

in, credit such as credit cards

• Not using unsafe credit

• Many can regularly save 

Insights from the CFD project03
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Insights from the CFD project03

Financial well-
being: finances 

for life goals

Financial 
capability

Market/state 
capital 

Banks & 
benefits

Employment & 
income

Social capital

Loans, gifts; $ 
& emotional

Human capital: 
SR 

Track & control

Human capital: 
LR

Time horizon, 
trauma

Financial 
capability 
strengths



Financial capability

Crisis Vulnerable Resilient 
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• Low income

• Difficulty tracking one’s 

finances

• Difficulty keeping spending 

within income limits

• Unsustainable debt

• Using unsafe credit products: 

PDL

• Complicated family 

relationships & family history 

• Emotional turmoil 

• Low income 

• Some explicitly stated a value 

placed on regular work 

• Many regularly track finances 

• Ability to limit spending to 

income 

• Frugal spending

• Limited access to, or interest 

in, credit such as credit cards

• Some consumer debt

• Not using unsafe credit

• Modest income 

• Some high employment goals; 

others voluntary simpletons

• Some explicitly stated a value 

placed on regular work 

• Many regularly track finances 

• Ability to limit spending to 

income 

• Careful spending

• Some live with parents to 

reduce expenses

• Limited access to, or interest 

in, credit such as credit cards

• Not using unsafe credit

• Many can regularly save 

Higher supports & capability 

Insights from the CFD project03



Groups: Financially vulnerable
• This group is financially vulnerability in that they have 

experienced some financial decline and the risk of 
further and more substantial financial decline looms 
in the future. 

• Participants in this group practice one or more of the 
following practices: ability to limit spending to 
income, frugal spending, many regularly track 
finances, limited access to, or interest in, credit such 
as credit cards, not using unsafe credit

• Participants: Kateryna, Mary 

Insights from the CFD project03



Groups: Financially resilient
• There were nine diarists who evidenced the most 

financial resilience. This group was least likely to 
experience financial vulnerability and most likely, in the 
event of a financial shock, to be able to bounce back 
from it. 

• In terms of their socio-demographic characteristics, 
these people are young age (20s and 30s), mostly 
single, most are full-time employed, and they have 
family networks (and some live at home). Most have a 
university undergraduate degree, and some have a 
graduate degree. 

• Participants: Tyler, Eniola

Insights from the CFD project03
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Insights from the CFD project03
Financial 
capability 
strengths Tracking finances

1.Write down what you spend/track it. You will learn a lot from writing and then talking about expenses with 
someone

• Track spending to see where you can cut corners and make changes

• Remember what you want to buy next month and make sure to allocate money for it

• You can let some debts go. If you don’t need a driver’s license again, then don’t pay your MPI

• Watch your accounts online or use phone banking to know how much money you have to spend

• Don’t use your debit card too much so you don’t have to pay extra fees

• Put money away “mentally”/hide it physically so it will be there when you need it. One participant noted that how 
she hid money in a place where she does not see it regularly so “out of sign and out of mind.”

• Watch YouTube channels on financial practices to learn more

• Use only one card (debit or credit) so that you can track it easier

• Don’t get too stressed about finances, it’ll be okay

• When women get married, keep one credit card in maiden name (so if they get divorced/ are not on good terms 
with their partner, they can have a way to purchase things)

Credit card management

1.Pay things off on time. Don’t accumulate debt with credit cards

• Use credit cards but make sure that you have enough to pay them off 

• Pay off your credit card with weekly payments

• Pay off credit card so you do not carry a balance month-to-month

• Pay off credit cards online (where you can see the balance and pay it automatically and you don’t have to wait for 
the cheque to go through)

• Collect points on credit cards to use toward other purchases (i.e. PC Mastercard)

• If you carry debt, change from higher interest credit card to lower interest credit card if possible

Savings

1.Save for your kid’s future. You won’t always get the Child Tax Benefit and it can help a lot

• Participate in a saving circle or place where you can get matching funds 

• Find ways to save outside of the EIA system—perhaps have an account where money is in the care of a family 
member 

• Save the honorarium from Financial Diaries for when you really need it

• Have savings deducted automatically from your pay cheque
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Insights from the CFD project03

• Diaries as a social intervention 

• FT is an emerging field “consisting of mostly financial and 
mental health professionals that addresses the interpersonal 
and intrapersonal facets of money by ‘integrating cognitive, 
emotional, behavioral, relational, and economic aspects to 
promote financial health (Klontz et al. 2015 ).” 

• The goal is to improve financial and overall quality of life
• Recognizes the interconnectedness of money and interpersonal and 

intrapersonal aspects of a person’s life

• The Diaries project interviewers were not counsellors, 
financial experts, and we were very clear about that with the 
participants. We created ‘space’ for people to talk 
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Nita

Single, 55, foster 
parent

One-way lending to 
adult kids and 

friends

Interview was 
neutral space no 

judgement to think 
through finances

Melissa

Single parent, 40s, 
disability social 

assistance 

Appreciated 
therapeutic space of 

interview

Tyler

Single male, 30s, FT 
employed

Super-star saver

Found talking about 
finances a form of 

therapy 

Insights from the CFD project03

• Diaries as a social intervention 
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Insights from the CFD project03

• The role of family and community (mainly 
supportive)

• Gifts and loans very common among 
participants: small size, period varies, nature 
unclear: gift? loan? 

• Many participants got and gave financial and 
emotional support from families, community, 
church: Ochieng, Mary, Annette

• Many participants, particularly women, 
supported their families in this way: see below



Informal finance/economy and informal supports
• Since formal structures are insufficient to meet people’s needs, they turn to 

informal community structures. For some participants, their limited income also 
required them to rely on alternative inflows for resources, such as food banks. 
• Lending and gifting circles. Sometimes unidirectional 
• Mary talked about food banks taking off “the painful edge” 
• Kateryna’s in-kind payments 
• Eniola transfers home and church support 

• Some data
• Gifts received / in-kind (an inflow) were valued at $16,342 with 279 transactions, averaging 

just under $59, and representing 3% of $542,552 inflows
• Charity or religious donations (an outflow) were valued at $3,599 in 75 transactions of an 

average of just under $48 and with a share of total outflows at 0.6% 
• Foodbank inflows were valued at $1,045 over 28 transactions for an average of just under 

$37, and amounting to 0.2% of total inflows 

Insights from the CFD project03
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Insights from the CFD project03

• Women’s critical role in household finances 

• Since most diarists were women, we can’t 
compare male and female diarists

• We observed that support was received and 
was given: Linda and Nita 

• But, particularly for older female diarists, 
even with low income, support seemed to 
more about giving than receiving: Nita, 
Jacquelyn, Donna, Kateryna, Rupi
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Insights from the CFD project03

Financial well-
being: finances 

for life goals

Financial 
capability

Market/state 
capital 

Banks & 
benefits

Employment & 
income

Social capital

Loans, gifts; $ 
& emotional

Human capital: 
SR 

Track & control

Human capital: 
LR

Time horizon, 
trauma

Financial 
capability 
limitations



Financial capability

Crisis Vulnerable Resilient 
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• Low income

• Difficulty tracking one’s 

finances

• Difficulty keeping spending 

within income limits

• Unsustainable debt

• Using unsafe credit products: 

PDL

• Complicated family 

relationships & family history 

• Emotional turmoil 

• Low income 

• Some explicitly stated a value 

placed on regular work 

• Many regularly track finances 

• Ability to limit spending to 

income 

• Frugal spending

• Limited access to, or interest 

in, credit such as credit cards

• Some consumer debt

• Not using unsafe credit

• Modest income 

• Some high employment goals; 

others voluntary simpletons

• Some explicitly stated a value 

placed on regular work 

• Many regularly track finances 

• Ability to limit spending to 

income 

• Careful spending

• Some live with parents to 

reduce expenses

• Limited access to, or interest 

in, credit such as credit cards

• Not using unsafe credit

• Many can regularly save 

Insights from the CFD project03

Lower supports & 
capability 



Groups: Financial crisis 
• Five participants, two employed and three relying on social 

assistance: they are or recently have experienced a 
substantial financial decline and emotional crisis. Their 
financial crisis is associated with income-spending gaps and 
mounting debt, but also several other factors linked to their 
emotional health, and their family and friend networks. 

• Participants experiencing financial crisis had one or more of 
the following experiences: 

- Difficulty keeping spending within income limits
- Unsustainable debt including the use unsafe credit products 

or unpaid utility/phone bills
- Complicated/stressful family relationships and family 

history
- Emotional turmoil
• Participants: Jacquelyn, Sarah 

Insights from the CFD project03
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Insights from the CFD project03
• Market and state capital  

• Barriers to access institutions
• Employment & income

• Unemployment: below poverty line. Ochieng 
prefers poverty and stability

• Casual employment: precarious hours; income low 
and variable 

• Search: Mary’s experience with job search process



Many participants face partial bank exclusion 

• We noted that many lowest income participants relied more heavily 
on informal (family/friends) and fringe financial (payday lenders, 
etc.) for credit

• All had a bank account
• Sometimes mis-aligned product (too expensive) 
• Better access to banking was limited 

• Modest income neighbourhoods with few banks 
• No/limited internet access
• For some, experience with bank staff was not positive 

• Some participants faced barriers to more services 
• More or cheaper credit: weak credit history 

Insights from the CFD project03
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Insights from the CFD project03

Human capital: LR gaps
• The tunneling effect (Mullanaithan and Shafir

2013) brought on my limited finances 
• Little focus on longer term issues like savings 

and improving education / skills for better 
employment 

• Examples in the diaries project: Kateryna and 
future role at formal sector job and use of 
savings; Linda and job search and preparation
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Pseudonym Identified hardships 

Donna challenging marriage that ended; nearly homeless for a time; low income
Jacquelyn impact of colonialism; fragile social support; foster child; complex -one-side lending; precarious 

employment; predatory debt; low income 
Kateryna informal and exploitative employment; bank exclusion; harassment in previous jobs; very low 

income
Linda foster care; hunger as a child; suicide of an adult child; depression; sexual assault; robbery; 

extremely low income
Melissa family breakdown; loss of connection to and then death of father; major car injury; neglectful 

mother; death of husband; subjected to ableism; low income
Mia involved in recovery program for healing from addiction and abuse; custody issues; very low 

income
Namid extreme poverty; substance addiction; illness; near homeless; murder of wife and son; suicide 

attempt; extremely low income 
Nita parents with alcoholism; residential school; foster care
Ochieng landmine injury; imprisonment and torture; family breakdown; racism; extremely low income 

Rupi physical health challenges; credentialling barrier as newcomer; abusive ex-husband; low 
income 

Sarah financial loss from divorce; child's illness; bankruptcy experience; low income 
Sylvie child custody issues; low income 

Insights from the CFD project03
Human capital: LR gaps 
Trauma effects from family history or adult experiences 
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Financial crisis Unsustainable debt

Unsafe credit products: PDL

Difficulty keeping spending within income limits

Complicated family relationships & family history 

Emotional turmoil

Financially vulnerable Ability to limit spending to income 

Frugal spending

Many regularly track finances 

Limited access to, or interest in, credit such as credit cards

Not using unsafe credit

Some valued working hard

Financially resilient Most are young age (20s and 30s) 

Most are well educated

Mostly single 

Most are full-time employed

Some are newcomer Canadians

Others are voluntary simpletons

Some live at home to reduce expenses 

Trauma 
group

Insights from the CFD project03
Human capital: LR gaps 
Trauma effects from family history or adult experiences 
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04 Conclusion 

Financial well-
being: finances for 

life goals

Financial & 
physical  flows & 
capital: +income 

stream, + net 
assets 

Market/state 
capital 

Banks & benefits
Employment & 

income

Social capital

Loans, gifts; $ & 
emotional

Human capital: SR 

Track & control

Human capital: LR

Time horizon, 
trauma

• Qualitative methods can be used in economics and are 
particularly appropriate to form hypotheses about 
groups that are marginalized by the economic system

• The financial diaries project used mixed methods and 
learned quite a lot from the qualitative side including,
• Financial wellbeing for people with low-incomes is 

related to a number of factors 
• Social capital and SR human capital present common 

strengths
• Market/state capital and LR human capital present 

common weaknesses 


